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2Corpus (pl. Corpora)
A orpus is a olletion of text(s) or utteranes� 106: tiny� 109: reasonable� 1012: urrent feasible limit for unannotated data
The most valuable orpora are those that ournaturally:� newspaper� olletion of newspapers, e.g., 1989Wall StreetJournal� omplete works of Mark Twain� all essays written last year by 8th grade studentsin Toronto



3Notable Corpora
� Brown Corpus (1 million tokens, 61,805 types):balaned olletion of representative genres ofAmerian English in 1960.� Lanaster-Oslo-Bergen (LOB) Corpus: Britishequivalent (1970s)� Penn Treebank (2.88 million): syntatiallyannotated Brown Corpus, plus others, inl. 1989Wall Street Journal� London-Lund Corpus (435K tokens): transrip-tions of 87 British English onversations� Swithboard Corpus (120 hours, � 2.4Mtokens) 2400 telephone onversations betweenUS English speakers� Hansard Corpus (ongoing): Canadianparliamentary proeedings, Frenh-Englishbilingual



4The Web as Corpus
� AV-ENG: all English-language web-pages indexedby Alta Vista (in 2003, � 100 GB tokens, 350Mpages).� AV-CA (2 GB tokens): the .a subset of AV-ENG� Google n-Gram Corpus: an index of �ve-wordsequenes that appear at least 40 times in 1012words of web text.� et.



5POS Tags
POS tags label parts of speeh in a orpus.There are di�erent tagsets, eah with their ownparohial features, e.g., the Brown Corpus tagset:� attributes: NN-TL (title word)� foreign word marking: FW-NN� elsewhere onventions: NN vs. NNS� impliit groupings: NN, NP, NPS, NR, . . .







6POS Tags
In many respets, they are internally inonsistent:� litis:{ PPS + MD (she'll){ BEZ* (isn't){MD + RB (a n't){ NN + $ (at 's){ NP$ (hildren's)� shape vs. form:{ VBG (both gerund and partiiple)
. . . and inonsistent with eah other:� puntuation lasses� subordinating onjuntions: beause, while, . . .{ with oordinating onjuntions{ with prepositions



7Kinds of Annotation
� part-of-speeh (POS)� lemmatization{ �nd the true word-type, e.g., listen vs.listener{ sometimes requires �nding true word sense,e.g., lie/lay vs. lie/lied vs. lay/laid� stemming (e.g. Porter or Lovins stemmer){ (mostly) used to approximate lemmatization{ strips o� aÆxes (derivational and inetional):� listen, listener ! listen� arbitrariness ! arbitrary� but also business ! busy{ result may not even have ditionary entry orPOS:� geographer, geography, geographi !geograph



8Kinds of Annotation
� part-of-speeh (POS)� lemmatization� stemming� syntati struture:{ usually glori�ed CF parse trees, e.g.,Penn Treebank SNP-SBJ1 VPNP , UCP ,NP VPADJP CC NP PP VBD VBN SNP JJ NP NP-SBJ . . .NNP NNP CD NNS JJ NN IN NNP NNP NNP NNP -NONE-Rudolph Agnew , 55 years old and former hairman of Consolidated Gold Fields PLC , was named �1{ typed feature strutures, e.g., LiNGORedwoods



9Genres/Subgenres used by the Brown Corpus
Table 1: Genre and subgenre odes for the Brown CorpusI. Press III. Formal doumentsA. Reportage H. Government and institutionalB. Editorial J. LearnedC. Reviews IV. FitionII. Misellaneous K. GeneralD. Religion L. MysteryE. Skills and hobbies M. Siene �tionF. Popular lore N. AdventureG. Belles-lettres P. RomaneR. Humour
Genres are not the same as topis or soures, . . .but they are somewhat onfused here.



10Mark-Up LanguagesThis is the only general solution� SGML: anestor of all most ommon mark-ups,dates bak to 1960s� XML: simpli�ed SGMLThese use doument type de�nitions (DTDs)� HTML: most ommon DTD (web-pages)In NLP, one �nds mark-up in:� annotated resoures� textual soures, e.g., using web pages to trainstatistial tools{ DTD (esp. HTML) often used to hak layout{ DTD usually doesn't annotate the rightstrutures for NLP{ Doument often deviates from DTD{ So we generally ignore the DTD{ Style sheets may one day be of use



11End-of-Sentene Marking
Even this is not easyHeuristi algorithm:1. Provisionally aept all '.', ' ?', and ' !' as EOSboundaries2. If boundary is followed by quotation mark, movebeyondmark, e.g.,Wayne said, \Me like hokey."3. Disqualify full-stop boundaries that are:� preeded by known non-�nal abbreviations,e.g., Prof., vs.� preeded by known abbreviations, but notfollowed by apitalized word, e.g., SammyDavis Jr. died this morning in his LosAngeles home.4. Disqualify '?' and ' !' boundaries followed bylower ase letter or known name, e.g., \Whatdid you see?" John said.



12End-of-Sentene Marking
Other approahes:� Deision tree [Riley, 1989℄, trained on:{ (type) ase{ length of preeding and following words{ prior probability of every word to ourbefore/after EOS boundary� Neural network [Palmer & Hearst, 1997℄, trainedon:{ window of POS probability vetors{ 3 tokens on eah side98.5% auray�Maximum Entropy modelling [Mikheev, 1998℄,99.25 % auray




